Agricultural Tube with Fertilizer Plasma (Bucket Tube)
Reduce or end the need to buy fertilizer or soil amendments with our Agricultural
Tube with Fertilizer Plasma!
This wonderful device which is about the size of a penlight flashlight, was designed by
Wayne R. Wangler. Wayne started life as a farmer and he put everything he could think
of that plants and vegetables would need into this small but super-effective creation.
Great for winter watering and starting seedlings indoors.
Our Agricultural Tube with Fertilizer Plasma contains a broad spectrum of
fertilizer, minerals and trace minerals have been formulated into a plasmatic state.
Contents:
This device also contains CO2/ZINC GANS and some CUO GANS along with Fertilizer
GANS. The water is energized by the plasma field to support healthy plant growth.
The fertilizer PLASMA contains PLASMA of Azomite, Ammonium Nitrate, Boron,
Calcium Nitrate, Egg Shells (calcium) Lignite, Magnesium Sulfate, Molasses, Potash,
Rock Dust and Rock Phosphate,
Size:
Fertilizer Ag Tube is 4 ½” long and ¾” diameter with an attached 10” long string to
hang inside a container.
Weight:
1 1/2 oz
Directions - How to Use:
Simply place the device into a water bucket or container (1-2 gallons) that is used to
water vegetation. Allow it to energize the water for about 24 hours before use.
Care:
Wipe with soft cloth and stored in a dry place that will not freeze.

Caution:
*DO NOT ALLOW THE DEVICE TO FREEZE. DO NOT DRINK FROM THE
WATER. DO NOT DISASSEMBLE THIS DEVICE. DO NOT TOUCH OR INGEST
THE GANS CONTAINED INSIDE. **DO NOT USE A CONTAINER THAT THAT
ANIMALS OR HUMANS DRINK FROM.

Disclaimer- Release of Liability

Plasma Balancing Systems LLC understands and subscribes to the principle of the
observer effect in Quantum Physics. Thus, no claims are made as to the influence from
the plasma field. Attitudes, beliefs, emotions and intentions of an individual will
influence the outcome.
I and or my representatives(s) agree to fully release and hold harmless Plasma Balancing
Systems LLC and its staff from and against any and all claims or liability of whatsoever
kind or nature arising out of or in connections with my sessions.
I am aware this is an experimental technology. This unit was created based on the
Plasma Balancing Systems LLC understanding of the Keshe Foundation teachings.
Plasma Balancing Systems LLC, at present, remains a research modality: data gathering
is our goal. Any claim to the contrary is hereby denied.
Plasma Balancing Systems LLC researchers do not provide diagnosis, care, treatment or
rehabilitation of individuals, nor apply medical, mental health or human development
principles.
NOT RECOMMENDED for pregnant women or people with pacemakers and/or heart
valves.
Consult your own physician for any medical issues.

